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Abstract

We find a one-parameter family of Lagrangian descriptions for classical general relativity in terms of tetrads which are
not c-numbers. Rather, they obey exotic commutation relations. These noncommutative properties drop out in the metric
sector of the theory, where the Christoffel symbols and the Riemann tensor are ordinary commuting objects and they are
given by the usual expression in terms of the metric tensor. Although the metric tensor is not a c-number, we argue that all
measurements one can make in this theory are associated with c-numbers, and thus that the common invariant sector of our

Ž .one-parameter family of deformed gauge theories for the case of zero torsion is physically equivalent to Einstein’s general
relativity. q 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

It is well known that 3q1 gravity admits a gauge
w xtheory description 1 . In this description, the connec-

tion one forms correspond to the tetrads and spin
connections, while the dynamics is given by the
Palatini action. The gauge group is the Poincaré
group, although the action is only invariant under
local Lorentz transformations.

w xIn a couple of recent papers 2,3 we obtained a
generalization of the gauge theory description of
general relativity where the gauge group is replaced

w xby a q-gauge group 4 , while space-time remains a

1 E-mail: bimonte@napoli.infn.it
2 E-mail: musto@napoli.infn.it
3 E-mail: astern@ua1vm.ua.edu
4 E-mail: vitale@napoli.infn.it

usual commutative manifold. This result was first
w xachieved in three space-time dimensions 2 using a

w xdeformed Chern–Simons action 5 and a quantum
Ž .group, that we denote by ISO 2,1 , which is aq

particular deformation of the Poincare group in 2q1´
w xdimensions 6 . In the resulting description of 2q1

gravity, although the underlying space-time is associ-
ated with an ordinary manifold, the dreibeins and
spin-connections are not c-numbers, but instead, obey
nontrivial braiding relations. In four space-time di-

w xmensions 3 , one uses a deformed Palatini action
Ž .and the quantum group ISO 3,1 by which weq

Ž . w xdenote the 3q1 generalization of ISO 2,1 7 .q

Once again, space-time is described by an ordinary
manifold, while the connections obey nontrivial
braiding relations. There is, in fact, a one-parameter
family of such theories, parameterized by q, and the

Ž .usual undeformed theory is obtained in the limit

0370-2693r98r$ - see front matter q 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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q™1. The metric tensor, which is needed for recov-
ering Einstein’s theory, can be constructed as a
suitable bilinear in the tetrads, and it reduces to the
usual expression when q™1. A remarkable feature

Ž .of our description in the absence of torsion is that
Žthe entire one-parameter family of descriptions in-

.cluding the qs1 case has a common metric sector.
That is, all descriptions lead to the same classical
dynamics - that giÕen by the Einstein equations. In
this regard, the components of the metric tensor gmn

commute among themselves and the field equations
they satisfy are formally identical to those of the
ordinary theory associated with qs1. Remarkably,
the relevant fields of the metric theory, such as
Christoffel symbols and the Riemann tensor, turn out
to be ordinary commuting fields given by the usual
expressions in term of g .mn

In this letter, after giving a concise review of our
formulation of gravity, we shall present new results
concerning two important issues that were not ad-
dressed in our previous papers. First, we shall show
that for q real or equal to a phase there exists a set
of reality conditions for our non-commuting tetrads
and spin-connections which are consistent with their
commutation properties, and ensure that the space-
time metric is real. Second, we shall argue that the
equivalence of our deformed gauge theory with clas-
sical general relativity goes beyond the formal argu-
ments sketched above. By ‘formal’, we are alluding
to the fact that our deformed metric tensor does not
commute with all the connections of the theory and
hence is not a c-number. One may therefore question
its physical relevance, since the metric is necessary
for defining distances. Since the Einstein-Hilbert ac-
tion SS contains g , one might conclude thatEH mn

SS too is not a c-number, causing new obstacles,EH

say if one were to attempt a path integral quantiza-
tion. We will show below that despite the fact that
the metric is noncommuting, the ratio of any two
quantities with the units of ‘length’ can be made to
be in the center of the algebra, and hence any actual
distance measurement one makes in this theory can
be associated with a c-number. Moreover, once we

Žallow dimensionful quantities say, for example, the
.analogue of Newton’s constant to have non trivial

commutation properties, we can argue that all possi-
ble dimensionless ratios, and hence all possible
measurements, are associated with c-numbers, and

thus are physically meaningful. Concerning the ac-
tion integral, although it is not a c-number, we find
that it has homogeneous commutation relations. By
that, we mean that all terms appearing in the inte-

Žgrand have the same commutation relations. We
should point out that this, in general, is not guaran-
teed when dealing with theories of noncommuting

.fields. SS can then be made to be central in theEH

algebra of fields, when one allows for the dimension-
ful coefficient, here the analogue of Newton’s con-
stant, to be noncommuting. The commutation proper-
ties required for this purpose are precisely those
which are needed to make dimensionless ratios cen-
tral elements.

It should be stressed that the equivalence with the
usual metric theory holds, not only for pure gravity,
but also in the presence of matter, provided there are
no sources for torsion. Upon applying the canonical
formalism to the above system in any number of
dimensions, one obtains a one-parameter family of

w xHamiltonian descriptions for gravity. 3 They may
or may not lead to inequivalent quantum theories.
This is currently under investigation, and will not
concern us in this letter.

The starting point of the construction is a particu-
lar deformation of the Poincare group, first found in´
w x7 , where other inhomogeneous groups are also
treated. This deformation is different from others

w xalready known in the literature 8 . The technique
w xused in 7 to derive the quantum inhomogenous

Ž .groups ISO N together with their bicovariant dif-q

ferential calculus is based on a projection from the
Ž .multiparametric SO Nq2 , where rs1 corre-q,rs1

sponds to the minimal deformations, or twistings,
with diagonal R matrix.

The non-commutative algebra of functions which
defines the quantum group can be described very
simply in terms of a Lorentz vector z and a Lorentza

matrix ll , whose elements, instead of being c-num-ab

bers, have the following non-trivial commutation
relations

z a ll b sq DŽb. ll b z a , 1Ž .c c

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where D 1 sy1,D 2 sD 3 s0,D 4 s1, while
all other commutation relations are trivial. The
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Lorentz metric tensor is taken to be the following
off-diagonal matrix:

1
1

hs . 2Ž .
1� 0

1

Ž .Then the commutation relations 1 are consistent
with the Lorentz constraints

ll ll b s ll ll b sh , detI ll Is1 , 3Ž .acab c b a c ab

DŽa.qDŽb. Ž .due to the identity h sq h . ISO 3,1ab ab q

thus contains the undeformed Lorentz group. The
� 4algebra of functions generated by ll , z is a non-aab

commutative Hopf algebra, that is, a quantum group.
A rigorous proof, together with the explicit construc-
tion of the co-structures and a bicovariant differential

w xcalculus, may be found in 7 .
We need now to formulate the reality properties

of the group elements. Thus we introduce a )-in-
volution on the q-Poincare group with the usual´

Ž .)property for the conjugation of a product, ab s
b )a ). We shall demand that the commutation rela-

Ž . ations 1 be preserved under conjugation, with z
Ž Ž a.) a. breal i.e., z sz and ll defining the Lorentza

group. We find that this is possible for two cases:
.i q is a phase. Then the commutation relations

Ž . Ž a.) a Ž b.) b1 are preserved with z sz and ll s ll .a a
. Ž .ii q is real. The commutation relations 1 are

Ž a.) a Ž b.)preserved with z sz and ll proportionala

to ll s ll d
h . It remains to ensure that the matricesdbab a

ll b still define the Lorentz group. For this we cana

choose the proportionality constants according to:
) )1 4 2 2ll s ll , ll s ll ,Ž . Ž .a a a a

) )3 3 4 1ll syll , ll s ll . 4Ž .Ž . Ž .a a a a

Although ll b are not real, real matrices ll b can bea ã

constructed according to

1 1
1 2 3 2 1 4ll s ll q i ll , ll s ll q llŽ . Ž .a a a a a a˜ ˜' '2 2

i 1
3 1 4 4 2 3ll s ll y ll , ll s ll y i ll , 5Ž .Ž . Ž .a a a a a a˜ ˜' '2 2

and it can be checked that these matrices satisfy the
˜ ˜ b ˜ ˜bŽ .Lorentz conditions 3 , e.g. ll ll s ll ll sh .acab c b a c

Ž .A set of left- invariant Maurer-Cartan forms on
Ž .ISO 3,1 can be constructed according to:q

aaby1 y1ab av s ll d ll , e s ll dz . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .Notice that the Lorentz constraints 3 imply that
Ž y1 . b b.ll s ll . The differential d, in these formulae,a a

satisfies all the usual properties of the undeformed
2 w xcase, like d s0 and the Leibnitz rule. See Ref. 3 .

Ž .The commutation properties of the components of
the Maurer-Cartan one-forms follow easily from Eqs.
Ž .1 :

v abv cd sv cdv ab ,m n n m

ea v bc sq DŽb.qDŽc. v bcea ,m n n m

ea eb sq DŽb.yDŽa. ebea . 7Ž .m n n m

.As for their reality properties, for i q equal to a
a ab .phase, e and v are real, while for ii q real, one

finds:

v ab) sv , ea) sqyD Ža.e . 8Ž .ab a

Ž .Under infinitesimal right Poincare transformations,´
the transformation law of the Maurer-Cartan forms
has the standard form:

dv ab sdt ab qv a t cb yv b t ca ,c c

d ec sdr c qv c r b yt cb e . 9Ž .b b

Ž .but consistency with Eqs. 7 implies that the gauge
parameters r a and t ab must be non-commuting
elements such that:

r a v bc sq DŽb.qDŽc. v bc r a ,

r a eb sq DŽb.yDŽa. eb r a

t ab ec sqyD Ža.yDŽb. ec t ab ,

t abv cd sv cdt ab . 10Ž .
a ab Ž .When e and v are given by 6 , they satisfy a set

of Maurer-Cartan equations RRab sTT a s0, where
the curvature RRab and the torsion and TT a have the
usual expression

RRab sdv ab qv a nv cb ,c

TT a sdea qv a neb . 11Ž .b

Ž . Ž . Ž .Even though Eqs. 6 , 9 , and 11 all look identical
to the standard expressions, one should keep in mind
that they involve non-commuting quantities and so
the ordering is crucial in all of them.
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The passage to gauge theory is now achieved
Ž .upon relaxing the flatness conditions Eq. 6 on the

a ab Ž . Ž .forms e and v , while keeping Eqs. 7 – 11 , and
pulling them back from the quantum group to space-
time. One thus ends up having a non-commuting set
of tetrad and spin-connection one-forms defined on
space-time. Next one writes down a locally Lorentz
invariant action:

1
yD Žd . ab c dSSs q e RR ne ne , 12Ž .H abcd4 M

M is a four manifold and e is the ordinary,abcd

totally antisymmetric tensor with e s1. The ex-1234
Ž .pression 12 differs from that of the undeformed

case by the qyD Žd . factor. Note that this factor can
be written differently using the identity

q DŽa.qDŽb.qDŽc.qDŽd . e se . 13Ž .abcd abcd

As in the undeformed case, the action is invariant
under the full set of local Poincare transformations´
Ž .9 , provided we impose the torsion to be zero upon

Ž .making the variations. The expression 12 also dif-
fers from that of the undeformed case due to the fact
that it is not a c-number. On the other hand, it has
definite commutation properties, i.e. each term in the
sum has the same commutation relations with the
connection one forms.

The equations of motion obtained from varying
the tetrads have the usual form, i.e.

e RRab nec s0 , 14Ž .abcd

while varying v ab gives

e TT c ned qyD Žd .s0 . 15Ž .abcd

To make a connection with Einstein gravity, we
need to introduce the space-time metric g on M.mn

As in the undeformed case, it has to be a real bilinear
in the tetrads which is symmetric in the space-time
indices and invariant under local Lorentz transforma-
tions. It should also reduce to the usual expression in
the limit q™1. These requirements uniquely fix gmn

to be

g sq DŽa.h ea eb , 16Ž .mn ab m n

Ž .Using Eqs. 7 we see that g is symmetric, al-mn

though the tensor elements are not c-numbers since

g v ab sq2 DŽa.q2 DŽb. v ab g ,mn r r mn

g ea sq2 DŽa. ea g . 17Ž .mn r r mn

The components of g do however commute withmn

themselves. Finally, one can check that the g aremn

. .real, for both hermiticity structures i and ii given
above.

The inverse e m of the tetrads ea can be defined ifa m

we enlarge our algebra by a new element ey1 such
that:

ey1ea sqy4 DŽa.ea ey1 , 18Ž .m m

ey1v ab sqy4 ŽDŽa.qDŽb..v ab ey1 , 19Ž .m m

and ey1es1. Here e is the determinant: es
e mnrse1 e2e3e4 , which is consistent because its leftm n r s

hand side commutes with everything, due to Eqs.
Ž . y1 y119 . Moreover, one can check that e esee .
The inverse of the tetrads can now be written:

1
m mnrs b c d y1e s e e e e e e , 20Ž .ˆa abcd n r s3!

where the totally q-antisymmetric tensor e isˆabcd

defined such that

e ea neb nec nedˆabcd

se1 ne2 ne3 ne4 no sum on a,b ,c,d 21Ž .

The solution to this equation can be expressed by

e sq3DŽa.q2 DŽb.qDŽc.q3 e . 22Ž .ˆabcd abcd

Ž .It is easy to prove that the inverse of the tetrads 20
have the usual properties:

ea e m se mea sd a , ea en senea sd n . 23Ž .m b b m b m a a m m

By using the inverse of the tetrads, one can now
Ž .prove that Eq. 15 implies the vanishing of the

w xtorsion. Details can be found in 3 .
The Christoffel symbols G s are defined in themn

same way as in the undeformed case, i.e. by demand-
ing that the covariant derivative of the tetrads van-
ishes,

0sD eb sE eb qv bce yG s eb . 24Ž .m n m n m n c mn s

The difference with the undeformed case is that we
cannot switch the order of the fields arbitrarily. To

Ž .eliminate the spin-connection from 24 we now
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multiply on the left by q DŽa.h ea, and proceed as inab r

the undeformed case. We can then isolate G s ac-mn

cording to

2 q DŽa.h eaeb G s
ab r s mn

DŽa. a b b a b bsq h e E e qE e qe E e yE eŽ . Ž .ab r m n n m n m r r m

a b bqe E e yE e 25Ž .Ž .m n r r n

or

2g G s sE g qE g yE g . 26Ž .rs mn m rn n rm r nm

To solve this equation we need the inverse of the
metric g mn. The expression

g mn sq DŽa.h abe men , 27Ž .a b

does the job as it can be checked that g mrg srn

g g rm sd m . Notice that unlike in the usual Ein-nr n

stein Cartan theory g mnh eb sq DŽa.e m . We are nowab n a
Ž . trable to solve Eq. 26 . Upon multiplying it by g on

each side, we get the usual expression for the
Christoffel symbols in terms of the metric tensor and
its inverse. It may be verified, using these expres-
sions, that the Christoffel symbols commute with
everything and thus, even if written in terms of
non-commuting quantities, they can be interpreted as
being ordinary numbers.

The covariant derivative operator = defined bym

the Christoffel symbols is compatible with the metric
g , i.e. = g s0. This is clear because ourmn m nr

Christoffel symbols have the standard expression in
terms of the space-time metric g , but it alsomn

Ž .follows from Eq. 24

= g sD g sD q DŽa.h eaeb s0 . 28Ž .Ž .m nr m nr m ab n r

We now construct the Riemann tensor. It is defined
as in the undeformed theory:

R sÕ s D D yD D Õ , 29Ž .Ž .mnr s m n n m r

Ž .where Õ is a vector. It follows from 24 that it hasm

the standard expression in terms of the Christoffel
Žsymbols and thus in terms of the space-time metric

.and its inverse and therefore its components com-
Žmute with everything. This is also true for the Ricci

tensor R sR s, of course, but not for R asmn msn mnrt

the lowering of the upper index of the Riemann

tensor implies contraction with g which is not inst

.the center of the algebra . The relation among the
Riemann tensor and the curvature of the spin connec-

Ž .tion follows from Eq. 24 :

ea R sÕ r sea D D yD D ÕsŽ .s mnr s n m m n

s DD DD yDD DD eaÕsŽ .n m m n s

syRRach eb Õs , 30Ž .mn bc s

DD ea sE ea qv abe , with RRab being the space-n s n s n s b mn

time components of RRab. As Õ m is arbitrary, it
follows from the above equation that:

R t syRRach ebet . 31Ž .mnr mn bc r a

Using this equation it can be checked directly that
the components of the Riemann tensor commute
with everything, as pointed out earlier. Our Riemann
tensor has the usual symmetry properties:

R s syR s , R syR ,mnr nm r mnrs mnsr

R s s0 . 32Ž .w mnr x

The first of these equations is obvious. The proof of
w xthe other two can be found in Ref. 3 .

Ž .We now show that the action 12 becomes equal
to the undeformed Einstein-Hilbert action SS , onceEH

the spin connection is eliminated using its equations
of motion, namely the zero torsion condition. As in

Ž .the undeformed case, first we rewrite 12 in a form
analogous to Palatini action, and then show that the
latter reduces to the undeformed Einstein-Hilbert
action, once the spin-connection is eliminated from
it. Consider thus the following deformation of the
Palatini action:

1
4 DŽa.y3 m n abSSs d x q e e e RR . 33Ž .H a b mn2 M

Ž .To see that it coincides with 12 , we use the iden-
tity:

q DŽa.yDŽb.y6 e abcde menesye mnlseced . 34Ž .ˆ a b l s

Ž .The result 33 then follows after multiplying both
sides of this equation on the left by
y1r8 qy2 DŽ f .yDŽ g .y3 e RR f g and using the iden-ˆf g cd mn

tity

e e abcd sy2 q6 d ad b yq DŽ f .yDŽ g .d ad b ,ˆ ˆ Ž .f g cd f g g f

Ž .along with 22 .
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Ž .To show that Eq. 33 in turn is equal to the
undeformed Einstein-Hilbert action, we eliminate the
spin connection via its equation of motion. This
amounts to expressing RRab in terms of the Riemannmn

Ž .tensor by inverting Eq. 31 and then plugging the
Ž .result in Eq. 33 . We have:

q DŽa.e men RRab syq DŽa.R te meneaebr
a b mn mnr a b t

syq DŽb.R menebr sR mgnr sR , 35Ž .mnr b nm r

Ž .where we have made use of 23 . Moreover we get,
w xafter a short calculation 3 :

g'detIg Imn

1
m m m m n n n n1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4s e e g g g gm n m n m n m n1 1 2 2 3 3 4 44!

sqy6 e2 , 36Ž .

Ž . Ž .Putting together 35 and 36 we see that the q-
Ž .Palatini action 33 becomes equal to:

1
4 'SS s d x yg R , 37Ž .HEH 2 M

which is the undeformed Einstein-Hilbert action. It
is obviously real, since g are real. Moreover, sincemn

the components of g and its inverse all commutemn

among themselves, it is clear that the equations of
motion of the metric theory will be equal to those of
the undeformed Einstein theory in vacuum. One can

Ž .obtain the same result starting directly from Eq. 14
Ž .and using 31 .

We now address the issue of the physical interpre-
tation of our construction. As we have seen above, in
our theory the components of the metric tensor g ,mn

even though they commute amongst themselves, are
not c-numbers, as their commuting properties with
the tetrads and the spin-connections are nontrivial.
This raises the doubt that our theory, although for-
mally resembling ordinary general relativity, may in
fact not be physically equivalent to ordinary general
relativity, already at the classical level. We remarked
that the Christoffel symbols G m are c-numbers and,nr

consequently, so is the Riemann tensor, which en-
codes most of the geometric information on the
space-time manifold. Moreover, we can write the
geodesic equation for a test particle moving in a

gravitational field, which in its parametric form only
involves the Christoffel symbols:

d2 x m dxn dx r

m mqG sF s ,Ž .nr2 ds dsds

mŽ .where we have included an arbitrary force F s
dx m

which transforms under diffeomorphisms like .
ds

But is this enough to conclude the equivalence of
our theory with the standard metric theory? After all,
the invariant ‘‘distance’’ l between any two points
of space-time, measured along some path CC connect-
ing them:

l s ds 38Ž .HCC
CC

is an observable quantity. However, ds constructed
from our metric tensor is not a c-number, and hence
its physical meaning is unclear. A closer inspection
is therefore necessary. In this regard, we first remark

Žthat when we measure a dimensionful quantity like
.length what we are actually doing is comparing it

Ž .with a standard unit like a meter . So we need not
require that all dimensionful quantities be c-numbers.
Rather, what really matters is that the ratio of any
two quantities carrying the same units is a c-number.
As we shall see below, this is indeed possible in our
description of gravity.

To be definite, let us consider a self-gravitating
Ž .system of spinless electrically charged point-par-

ticles moving in a four dimensional space-time. In
the metric formulation of gravity it is described by

Ž .the action we take cs1 :

1
Ss SSEH4p G

Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a my m ds qe A x dxŽ .˜Ý H Ha a m½ 5
a

1
4 mn'y d x yg F F , 39Ž .H mn16p

where G is Newton’s constant, m are the masses ofa

the particles, A is the potential associated with them

Ž .electromagnetic e.m. field strength F and e are˜mn a

the electric charges of the particles. Using the param-
eters of this model, we can construct a number of
quantities having the dimension of a length, which

----
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play the role of natural units for this system. Forˆ
example, we could define:

e2˜aŽ1. Ž2.l sGm , l s . 40Ž .a a a ma

If we also use Planck’s constant, we can of course
introduce the Planck’s length:
ŽP . 'l s G" . 41Ž .

What we shall prove below is that in order for the
equations of motions for the particles and fields to be

Ž .consistent, the coupling constants in the action 39
Žcannot in general be taken as c-numbers. In general,

.the classical fields need not be c-numbers either.
Although, at first sight, this appears to be a problem,
it is in fact a blessing, because the different length
units shown above acquire just the correct commuta-
tion properties needed to make the ratios l rl Ž i.

CC a

c-numbers.
In order to see this, let us go back to the action

Ž .39 . The integral in the first term, i.e. the Einstein-
Hilbert action SS , is not a c-number. Even thoughEH

it commutes with g , it fails to commute with themn

tetrads and the spin-connections, since:

SS v ab sq2 DŽa.q2 DŽb.v ab SS ,EH m m EH

SS ea sq2 DŽa.ea SS . 42Ž .EH m m EH

Similarly, the integral in the second term, giving the
interaction between the particles and the gravita-
tional field, fails to commute with the tetrads and the
spin connections. On the contrary, at least in four
dimensions, we can consistently keep the e.m. poten-
tial and the electric charges as c-numbers.

If we now insist that the action be a c-number,
which seems desirable if one is to quantize our
system using path-integral techniques, we are forced
to give G and m nontrivial commutation relations.a

ŽAlternatively, if the action were not a c-number, "

.could not be a c-number. It is easy to verify that the
following commutators do the job:

G v ab sq2ŽDŽa.qDŽb..v ab G , G ea sq2 DŽa.ea G ,m m m m

G m sm G ,a a

m v ab sqyD Ža.yDŽb.v ab m ,a m m a

m ea sqyD Ža.ea m , 43Ž .a m m a

while the electric charges and fields commute with
everything. We remark that this choice guarantees

that G and m commute with g , so that whena mn

Ž .deriving the equations of motion from 39 , no order-
ing problem is encountered and one gets the equa-
tions of motion of Einstein gravity. The above com-
mutation relations ensure that the equations of mo-
tion are consistent. Here for simplicity, let us set all
the electric charges to zero and write down Einstein’s
equations:

1
Ž p ar t .R y g Rs8p G T , 44Ž .mn mn mn2

where

Ž p ar t .mn 0T x , xŽ .

m dx Ža .m dx Ža .n
a Ž3. Ža . 0s d xyx x .Ž .Ž .Ý 0dt dx'yga

45Ž .

In the above equation x denotes the ‘‘space’’-coor-
dinates x i and we think of the particle trajectories
Ža . 0Ž .x x as parameterized by the ‘‘time’’ coordinate

x 0. Thus

y1r2Ž . Ž .a m a md dx dx d
s g .mn 0 0 0½ 5dt dx dx dx

We see that if the masses and Newton’s constant had
Ž .been c-numbers the right hand side of 44 would not

Žhave been a c-number this can be seen commuting it
.with, say the tetrads , contrary to the left hand side

Ž .of 44 . On the other hand, using the commutation
Ž .properties 43 solves this difficulty. Analogous re-

sults hold for all the equations of motion.
Moreover, one can easily check that the reference

Ž . Ž .lengths Eqs. 40 – 41 have commutation properties
such that the ratios l rl Ž i. commute with every-CC a

thing:

l l l lCC CC CC CCab ab a av sv , e se ,m m m mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i iž / ž / ž / ž /l l l la a a a

46Ž .

Žand thus are c-numbers, as promised earlier. Here
Ž i. .we assume the existence of inverse lengths 1rl .a

The same is true, of course, for the ratio of any two
masses. What about the strength of the gravitational
interaction? In this regard, the meaningful thing to
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do is to compare the gravitational force between any
two particles with the electric force between them

Gm ma band thus consider the dimensionless ratios: .
e e˜ ˜a b

Ž .It easily follows from Eqs. 43 that this quantity
commutes with everything.

We point out that these conclusions do not depend
on the combination of the parameters that one chooses
to construct the unit of measure for the lengths or the
strength of the gravitational interaction. Consider for
example the former. Keeping into account the units

Žof G, e and " we remind the reader that we are˜a

assuming cs1 and thus a length has the same
.dimension as a time , it is easy to check that a

monomial of the form:

PPsG pmqe2 r
"

s 47Ž .˜
will have the dimensions of a length if and only if:

pqrqss1 , ypqqqrqss0 . 48Ž .
Consider now commuting PP with, say, the tetrads.
One finds:

PP ea sqŽ2 pyq .DŽa.ea PP 49Ž .m m

Ž .Subtracting the second of Eqs. 48 from the first, we
see that 2 pyqs1 and thus the above commutator
can be rewritten as:

PP ea sq DŽa.ea PP . 50Ž .m m

Repeating the same computation for the commutator
of PP with the spin-connections would give:

PP v ab sq DŽa.qDŽb.v ab PP . 51Ž .m m

Thus the ratios l rPP are c-numbers for any choiceCC

of PP. An analogous result holds for any monomial
PP with the units of G.

In view of the above considerations, we can now
claim the complete physical equivalence of our the-
ory with Einstein gravity.

From the above results we may conclude that if
we just consider the theory constructed in terms of
the space-time metric g , ignoring the underlyingmn

gauge formulation, our theory is completely equiva-
lent to Einstein’s theory. No trace of the non-com-
mutative structure existing in the gauge formulation

of the theory can be found at the metric level.
Though the metric does not commute with the con-
nection components, all the physical objects con-
structed out of it, e. g. the Christoffel symbols
together with the Riemann, Ricci and Einstein ten-
sors, are c-numbers. Thus it appears that, at the level
of classical general relativity we can choose what-
ever representative of the one parameter family of

Žq-gauge theories not only the well known qs1
.theory without changing the physics we are describ-

ing. That is, we have discovered a non-commutative
structure in general relativity which is hidden, even
in the presence of matter, provided there are no
sources of torsion.
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